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the game can be played in the following mod compatibility modes: - standard, morrowind, odst and se - hd, esb and esse (thanks to vl187 of oblivion-rs) -
morrowind reparations, skyrim reparations or skyrim reparations-esse (thanks to vl187 of oblivion-rs). - skyrim reparations-esse, hd, esb, odst (thanks to

vl187 of oblivion-rs). - skyrim reparations-esse, hd, esb, se, odst and morrowind reparations (thanks to vl187 of oblivion-rs). this is the recommended mod for
skyrim. this will improve performance, visual quality, and gameplay features. if you have problems with ctds with this mod, make sure you have no more than

200 mods installed. installing this mod without memory fixes enabled will result in black windows. black windows are not video card problems, but simply a
configuration error and/or bug. features: - normal weather - permafrost weather - sunset/night screen - high quality env colors - high quality snow weather -

implements several custom palette texture files - customized effect.txt files - customized deferred lighting scripts. a checklist: 1. if you have any form of
mirroring and you would like this mod installed along with it, you need to make sure it is checked off in your installation. 1. 2. does your game crash after the
installation has completed? if so, please post the error messages to our thread. as for features, this mod is built on a new type of rendering engine that, while
still able to load textures, also renders them and effects the world by compressing them to save vram. this means there are less files of each texture, due to
the way the engine handles it, but it also means less space is used overall. however, it also makes small files, requiring less ram to download them. this is a
pain for the pc gaming internet, as it uses multiple packets of data at once to upload, instead of just one or two packets at a time like hd texture packs do,

but when combined with this mod you get a system that is a technological leap ahead.
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when playing with the textures, you may notice something strange at the top of the amiibo hero
select screen. this is not as intended. when you bring the texture selection back around, there is a

transparent texture and, naturally, you now can't select it. the bug here is that the selection of an in-
game object (amibos, armors, weapons) triggers a check for each of the current models. if any of

those models don't have an animation that matches the selected in-game object, the check fails, and
the selected texture becomes the same texture that the model has. this is basically not intended,

and is a bug in my file where it should not happen. you have been warned! this is hopefully going to
make the installation process much easier, as it means that you can upload each module individually

to both the vanilla skyrim dlc, and the skyrim esobin sdk game. this will make the process of
switching between mods a lot easier. this is not the final reduced texture pack by any means, just a
by-product of loading every texture seperately, and the issues which arise when one mod wants to
use most of the same textures as another. if i get around to putting together a resized system for

this, i will put it up eventually. once again, this will only work when you load each mod seperately. if
you load the mods together, each will either override the other, or cause conflicts if they use the

same assets with different mods. more details: this is just a smaller step from the previous dragon
texture pack. i still place them in the different directories in the game, and the same meshes apply,

but maybe he has done a better job of choosing the best ones for each level. 5ec8ef588b
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